
Xaltor’s big date with Keplee

On the 31st of Jan, 1008 - The Party entered into a sales 
agreement with Keplee Pavix, owner of ‘The Full Pack’ - A 
General Supply store (building #98) in Whillip. 

As part of the purchase (Keplee purchased 1000 pairs of ‘All 
Purpose’ leather gloves at 7sp and 5cp each (total of 375gp)) 
agreement, Xaltor agreed to accompany Keplee on a date.

Keplee Pavix is a female Human, age appx 30. She is tall, skinny and 
wears glasses. She’s not unattractive, with typical looks/personality 
(Charisma = 12) she is very intelligent (Intelligence = 16), enjoys 
needlepoint and music. As a contributor to the Fine Arts community of 
Whillip, Keplee asked Xaltor to accompany her at the next concert in 
the park (Building 321 / The dueling grounds) on the evening of the 
31 Janus, 1008. The date was supposed to be on the 31st (a Festival 
date), but Keplee couldn’t get tickets in time, so she had to change 
the date to the 2nd of Febulus. In changing the date, she was able to 
get better seats, and she notified Nathis just in time to allow for 
Xaltor’s attendance.

The concert featured a performance by the ‘Winter Folk’ a 
performing group from nearby city of Ky-Tuper. The lead vocalist, 
Baliss Tyndal has attracted a following in Whillip and tours many 
cities and towns throughout Sembia. 

It’s unknown whether Keplee has any romantic interest in Xaltor, 
but her appearance with such a hunky adventurer will attract 
some attention in the press, which she will undoubtedly convert 
into greater sales at her store. 

On the night of the concert Keplee wore a very revealing dress. 
What a surprise! With it being so cold during the winter concert in 



the park, she called in a favor with a local Illusionist that she 
knows. He enchant a skimpy red-dress such that it provided 
comfortable heat, while appearing to bath the wearer in ‘living’ red 
flames (the flames are illusory but realistic). 

Keplee called on Xaltor around 6pm (at the manor). She arrived in 
a black lacquered, formal luxury coach, with a team of two white 
horses, a driver and a footman. She insisted that Xaltor appear in 
his usual Adventurer gear, with his sword and armor polished for 
the event.

They spent the night socializing with other business owners and 
society figures at the outdoor event. Keplee encouraged him to 
regale the socialites with tales of the Xterminators latest 
adventure. He was instructed to points out that he ‘is her date’, 
and stays near her at all times. 

While Xaltor enjoyed the event to some extent - Regaling the 
citizens of Whillip with the liberation of Shaes from the grips of 
terror at the hands of the Troglodytes; thrilling the audience with 
their escape from “Deadman’s Cave” and the “Whirlpool of 
Doom”; helping to spread the fame of the Xterminators… The 
food was light and sparse. The drinking was watered down, 
everyone seemed very controlled and formal in their behavior, 
and Keplee showed very little interest in Xaltor himself.

The couple answered a few questions from a ‘reporter’ and they 
even posed for a sketch after the concert. Surprisingly, that sketch 
appeared in the Whillip sheet on the morning after the concert. 
This local newspaper had a front page story (in the Socialite’s 
section) less than 24 hours after the event… Almost as if the 
article had been written beforehand. The article even went so far 
as to hint that there was a romantic relationship and marriage was 
being discussed! Xaltor doesn’t remember any such discussion.


